
ECONOMICS

ECONOMICS is the SCIENCE of producing 
goods and services by HELPING each 

other and SHARING them according to 
the RULES of NATURAL LAW and 

NATURAL  JUSTICE.
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The Objective of ECONOMICS

The objective of ECONOMICS is to teach the RULES 
of producing and sharing GOODS and SERVICES to 
ensure that everyone TRUSTS, HELPS each other 
and enjoys life in PEACE. 

The objective of ECONOMICS is 
NOT MONEY GAIN by using 
FALCITY, FEAR or FORCE 
as in political ECONOMY.
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Producing GOODS and SERVICES

Goods and services are produced by HUMAN POWER, that is HUMAN 
WORK. Human beings either WORK for themselves or for the benefit 
of other people - in general the PUBLIC.

Working for another person is called HELP. In a society, it is 
IMPOSSIBLE to survive without HELPING each other. Therefore, it is a 
natural necessity that we must HELP each other and exchange WORK. 
For the protection of NATURAL RIGHTS, it is absolutely necessary that 
HELP GIVEN is equal to HELP TAKEN. 

Almost always, GOODS are produced by collective WORK, that is 
people HELPING each other. Again, for the protection of NATURAL 
RIGHTS, it is absolutely necessary that the PRODUCTS of collective 
WORK must be SHARED equally, within REASON. 
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THE RULES OF ECONOMICS

There are two FUNDAMENTAL RULES of ECONOMICS:

1. EQUAL EXCHANGE of HELP : Every healthy member of the PUBLIC 
must TAKE the same amount of HELP* as they GIVE to the PUBLIC.

2. EQUAL SHARING of COLLECTIVE HELP: The PRODUCTS of collective 
WORK/HELP must be SHARED fairly, within REASON. 

(*) HELP is WORK that creates BENEFITS.
BENEFITS are goods and services.
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For the protection of NATURAL RIGHTS, every HEALTHY 
member of the PUBLIC must produce the SAME amount of 

BENEFITS by WORKING, as they get from the PUBLIC. 

EQUAL EXCHANGE of HELP/WORK 

In order to implement this RULE, the BENEFITS created 
by WORK must be QUANTIFIED and RECORDED.

BENEFITS 
TAKEN FROM 
THE PUBLIC 

BENEFITS 
GIVEN TO 

THE PUBLIC 
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The BENEFITS created by WORK are either plain WORK/SERVICE 
or PRODUCTS of WORK, other words, goods, possessions, 
merchandise or commodities. In any case, BENEFITS are created 
by WORK; HUMAN POWER and HUMAN LIFE. HUMAN LIFE is 
PRICELESS; therefore, it is IMPOSSIBLE to compensate HUMAN 
WORK/help with anything other than HUMAN WORK/help. 

For that reason, if a healthy PERSON gets HELP from the PUBLIC, 
but he does not HELP others with actual WORK and creates no 
tangible benefits for others, he is a PARASITE for the PUBLIC and 
called “THIEF” or “CROOK”. 

HOW TO QUANTIFY BENEFITS?
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HELP is devoting one’s LIFE to the other members of the PUBLIC. Therefore: 
the amount or the VALUE of BENEFITS depends on WORK-HOURS; because, 
WORK-HOURS is a part of HUMAN LIFE. 

Nevertheless, some WORK are harder, less desirable or riskier than other 
WORKS. Therefore, the VALUE of BENEFITS created by each WORK-HOURS is 
modified by a CONSTANT multiplier. That CONSTANT can be determined by 
free agreements made within REASON. More precise value of WORK-HOUR 
constants are determined by labor boards.

Once the BENEFITS are quantified by modified WORK-HOURS, it is necessary 
to RECORD them. That is where PUBLIC BANKS fit in. PUBLIC BANKS keep the 
record of the BENEFITS created by the members of the PUBLIC. The unit used 
to record the quantified benefits is called MONEY; in north America, it is 
called “dollar”. Therefore, one average WORK-HOURS corresponds to a 
certain amount of dollars.

HOW TO QUANTIFY BENEFITS?
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There are two kinds of WORK:

1. PHYSICAL WORK, mostly done by muscles e.g. cleaning, 
construction, delivery, etc. ..

2. INTELLECTUAL WORK, mostly done by brain e.g. design, writing, 
programming, data processing, etc. .. 

Obviously, physical work is harder and riskier than brain work. But, 
at times, brain work can save physical work that creates significant 
amount of BENEFITS for the PUBLIC. Therefore, the value of brain 
work should not be considered less valuable. 

The important part of the VALUE of a WORK is the TIME spent on it. 
Work-hours is a part of human life, that is PRICELESS. Therefore, for 
the sake of fairness, the value of different WORK-HOURS should be 
kept as close as possible.

TWO KINDS OF WORK
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MONEY is nothing, but:  

a NUMBER that represents the VALUE of the 
BENEFITS GIVEN to  the PUBLIC. 
Therefore, MONEY IS CREATED by RECORDING that NUMBER. 
MONEY indicates that the PUBLIC owe some BENEFITS to the owner. 
The owner is entitled to get the same amount of BENEFITS from the 
PUBLIC. That is necessary for the PROTECTION of our NATURAL 
RIGHTS.  

It is the DUTY of PUBLIC BANKS to keep the RECORDS 
of money earned by the members of the PUBLIC. 

WHAT IS MONEY?
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PUBLIC BANKS keep the RECORD of MONEY 
digitally on a computer. All the members of the 
PUBLIC have an ACCOUNT at the PUBLIC BANKS. 

If the members need something to buy, they can 
buy it by transferring a number from their account 
to the seller’s account electronically. 

Printed money works the same way. The money in 
your hand is the RECORD of your WORK done for 
the PUBLIC. By giving that record to other members 
of the PUBLIC, you can get the same amount of 
BENEFITS created by the WORK of others.

HOW do PUBLIC BANKS OPERATE?
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The GOVERNMENT is a COOPERATIVE established under the LAW 
of the Land; therefore, the government represents the PUBLIC 
INTEREST, and stands for the PUBLIC. The government means the 
PUBLIC. Therefore, if a person works for the GOVERNMENT, works 
for the PUBLIC. 

For that reason, the government has the POWER of paying for 
PUBLIC SERVICE and PUBLIC GOODS by entering a number into the 
workers’ or sellers’ account in the PUBLIC BANKS. Because, 

MONEY is the RECORD of WORK or BENEFITS given to the PUBLIC.

The GOVERNMENT do not need 
MONEY for PUBLIC SERVICE.
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The second RULE of ECONOMICS is to SHARE the products 
of COLLECTIVE WORK FAIRLY, within REASON. 

EQUAL SHARING of COLLECTIVE HELP/WORK

Since the BENEFITS produced by WORK are quantified 
by modified WORK-HOURS, SHARING is done 
proportionally with the total modified work-hours. 

BENEFITS 
CONTRIBUTED 
TO COLLECTIVE 

WORK

BENEFITS 
TAKEN FROM 
COLLECTIVE 

WORK
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Workplaces are the HOUSES for WORKING-FAMILIES. The 
members of a working-FAMILY TRUST and HELP each other to 
produce beneficial products for the use of the PUBLIC and 
everyone gets their fair SHARE from the collective WORK. 

WORKING-FAMILY

Since PUBLIC TRUST is maintained, everyone is allowed to BORROW 
money from the PUBLIC BANKS. Therefore, workers can barrow money to 
start a new business and they become the owner of the WORKPLACE. 
Family members WORK in good faith and enjoy the freedoms of their 
own WORKPLACE. The people who are in charge of running workplaces 
are the most TRUSTWORTHY members of the family. They are the 
FATHERS and MOTHERS of the working-family; therefore, they deserve a 
bigger share of the collective WORK, with full RESPECT.
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As you will see in the next part, in POLITICAL ECONOMY, the money 
PEOPLE EARNS is controlled by PRIVATE BANKS. Therefore, the members 
of the PUBLIC cannot borrow money and they cannot own their 
workplaces. To survive, they have no choice, but RENT their BODIES to 
privileged people who can borrow money from private banks.

LABOR FARMS 

Obviously, if someone pays RENT and owns your BODY, he will have a RIGHT to 
OWN everything your body produces. And you have no choice, but follow all 
the ORDERS of the person who RENTS YOUR BODY. Therefore, you are 
NOTHING, but a SLAVE of a MASTER who is the owner of the LABOR FARM. 
You cannot bring your MASTER to JUSTICE, because under the political rules, 
renting human body is considered a “legitimate contract”. If you file a legal 
action against your MASTER, your case will be dismissed by the CROOKS who 
are playing havoc with the NATURAL RIGHTS of the PUBLIC. 
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SUMMARY

UNDER THE RULES OF ECONOMICS:
1. Everyone WORKS and produces the same amount of BENEFITS as they get 
from the PUBLIC. Natural rights are protected.

2. Everyone has a RIGHT to WORK and to BORROW money from PUBLIC BANKS.

3. The products of collective WORK is SHARED fairly. 
No one is FORCED or pressurized to RENT their bodies to SURVIVE.

4. The government stands for the PUBLIC. 

No one is FORCED to pay TAX for their RIGHTS to WORK and shopping.

5. Therefore, everyone TRUSTS, HELPS, PROTECTS each other and ENJOY WORK. 

NATURAL JUSTICE is the foundation of ECONOMICS.
NATURAL JUSTICE is the protection of NATURAL RIGHTS.
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POLITICS is the opposite of SCIENCE, because politics 
is based on MAKE-BELIEVE rules, whereas SCIENCE 
is based on PROVEN NATURAL rules. 

Politics is the KNOWLEDGE of DUPING people for 
easy money GAIN. Therefore, the rules of political 
economy are contradicting with the rules of 
ECONOMICS. The worst thing about political 
economy is that it is everywhere. That is the 
economy we are face to face with everyday. In the 
schools, they teach political economy. Almost all the 
books are written about political economy.
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POLITICS is the POWER-GAME CROOKS play 
against the PUBLIC to gain the POWER of MONEY.

POLITICAL ECONOMY is created by the GAME of 
POLITICS. It is all about beating the RULES OF 
ECONOMICS and ACCUMULATE WEALTH by 
DUPING people.

Therefore, it is important to know how the GAME 
of POLITICS is PLAYED. 

The objective of 
POLITICAL economy.
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1. MONEY is created by private BANKS out of thin air; 
NOT by the people who actually WORKS. 

2. It represents POWER; it is used to control and 
exploit people. 

3. MONEY makes MONEY, therefore it is more 
important than HUMAN WORK and HUMAN LIFE.

4. It is a PRIVILEGE to borrow MONEY.

MONEY in  
POLITICAL economy.
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POLITICAL GAME

POLITICAL GAME is a POWER GAME fabricated by political CROOKS 
to DUPE the PUBLIC about the LAW and SUCK their LIFEBLOOD with 
FORCED TAX and racketeering businesses.  

The quickest way to gain MONEY is to use direct FORCE to collect money from 
innocent people. But, this is very dangerous, because people get together and 
may kill the CRIMINALS. The SAFE way to make big money is to DUPE the PUBLIC 
about the LAW and collect money under the name of LAW. 

Obviously, it is impossible to DUPE people by saying “I am a KING, 
you have to pay me TAX if you want to WORK and buy something.”. 

Nevertheless, if someone is smart enough to get people to play a 
POWER-GAME to choose a KING by DUPING them that the KING will 
be their SERVANT and PROTECTOR; then, it is very easy to WIN the 
GAME. 
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POLITICAL CROOKS

Obviously, no reasonable person would call an Honorable Person who  
represents the PUBLIC and serves the best interests of the PUBLIC, 
“CROOK”. Nevertheless, the people who take the LAW in their hands 
by DUPING people and extort TAX by restricting peoples’ RIGHTS to 
WORK and shopping are “CROOKS”, by definition.

For that reason, the politicians within the above definition, should 
NOT be offended by being called “CROOKS”. 

We are all human beings, we all make mistakes, we can be DUPED, yet as 
soon as we recognize our WRONG, we CORRECT ourselves and 
PROTECT our HUMAN DIGNITY. Nevertheless, CROOKS persist on 
their WRONG actions against the PUBLIC, no matter how many times 
they are WARNED. That is why we call them CROOKS.   
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CROOKS are MAGALOMANIACS

Mentally healthy people respect the NATURAL RIGHTS of each other. 
Nevertheless, political CROOKS are NOT mentally healthy people. They 
suffer from MEGALOMANIA that is a mental DISORDER caused by the 
feelings of SUPERIORITY; being more important than other people. 
MEGALOMANIACS obsessed with POWER. They enjoy beating vulnerable 
people and accumulate WEALTH to prove their SUPERIORITY. 

The feelings of SUPERIORITY is the SOURCE of HATE and HATRED. HATE is all about 
believing that other people are worthless. Therefore, MEGALOMANIACS never 
hesitate to treat innocent people like SLAVES for POWER GRAB.

MEGALOMANIA is the most dangerous MENTAL DISORDER. The history 
is replete with megalomaniacs who killed millions of innocent people for 
their LUST OF POWER. Yet, the majority is unaware of the FACT that we 
are being controlled by MEGALOMANIACS and there is no CURE for it.
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DANGERS OF POLITICAL GAME

POLITICAL GAME is the most dangerous DUPING GAME, because it is a 
played against the PUBLIC. If people become aware of the FACT that 
they are DUPED they get together and exterminate their enemies. 
Therefore, political CROOKS must eliminate the POWER of PEOPLE. 

How do CROOKS eliminate the POWER of PEOPLE?

To destroy the POWER of the PUBLIC, CROOKS do two things:
1. DIVIDE PEOPLE, 
2. PROMOTE HATE and PROVOKE them to fight each other.
CROOKS divide the PUBLIC into political GANGS; with the help of the 
MEDIA. Usually, Right and Left wing GANGS. Right wing GANGS are the 
conservative people who believe religions, traditions, nationalism, 
capitalism etc. Left wing GANGS are liberal people who believe, political 
science, united world, socialism or communism, etc. 
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Political CROOKS DUPE PEOPLE

After dividing the PUBLIC into GANGS, they DUPE them that: 

1. They need a KING to make laws for more FREEDOMS. 

2. They have a RIGHT to choose their KING by way of VOTING. 

1. No reasonable person needs to be controlled by a special LAW MAKER or a 
KING, because they have their own BRAINS and they use it to control 
themselves, within the bounds of ETHICS. Also, reasonable people know that 
NO ONE IS ABOVE THE LAW, therefore no one can make or BREAK laws.
2. Reasonable people know that VOTING is tantamount to giving a power of 
attorney to political GAME players so that they can take the LAW in their 
hands, make and BREAK laws for convenience is NOT RIGHT. 

VOTING is as STUPID as giving your GUN to a 
stranger who asks for it and HOPING that he will 
protect you. Therefore, it is DEAD WRONG. 
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KINGS acting as PUBLIC SERVANTS

Despite all the odds, POLITICAL CROOKS usually succeed in DUPING 
people by repeating their HOAXES persistently and get people to 
VOTE for them. After the election, they gain the status of KINGS. 

Nevertheless, they never call themselves KINGS, but “PUBLIC 
SERVANTS”.  It is highly interesting that NO ONE asks how it is 
possible to be a PUBLIC SERVANT with the POWERS of KINGS. 
Everyone obeys and stays SILENT about the elected KINGS. Since, 
SILENCE means “consent”, political CROOKS are FREE to take the 
LAW into their hands. They start making and BREAKING laws.
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CROOKS BRAKE the LAW into two pieces.

Obviously, if CROOKS take the LAW into their hands, they 
would BREAK it.
That was exactly what they did years ago. 

They BROKE the LAW into two PIECES:

1. CRIMINAL LAW

2. 2. INNOCENT/civil LAW

1. CRIMINAL LAW: Even though “CRIMINAL LAW” is perfect 
example of an oxymoron, CROOKS called the common rules of 
JUSTICE “CRIMINAL LAW”. In CRIMINAL LAW applications, accused 
is assumed innocent until proven GUILTY, therefore it is possible to 
get JUSTICE done. Nevertheless, ordinary citizens are not allowed 
to file criminal cases against CROOKS and their supporters. 
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CROOKS BRAKE the LAW into two pieces.

2. INNOCENT/civil LAW: Civil law are rules fabricated by political 
CROOKS. Therefore, in CIVIL LAW applications, accused is assumed 
GUILTY until proven innocent. That means if you don’t OBEY 
CROOKS you are GUILTY, until you prove that you OBEYED them; if 
not, you will be FORCED to pay MONEY to get exonerated. This is a 
perfect scheme of swindling money from innocent people.

On the other hand, if you file a legal action against CROOKS 
or their supporters, your case will be dismissed on the 
grounds of scandalous. And you will be FORCED to pay 
court costs as punishment.
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CROOKS are PROTECTED by CIVIL COURTS

In Criminal Courts, arguing established FACTS and applicable LAW are 
not allowed. Therefore, it not easy to exonerate CRIMINALS and make 
easy MONEY. On the other hand, in civil courts, there is no restrictions, 
anything can be argued until the VICTIM is DUPED that he was suffered 
from a legitimate action. Therefore, it is very easy to exonerate 
CROOKS and make windfalls of money. In that respect, CIVIL COURTS 
work like GAMBLING CASINOS; that is why the lawyers always talk 
about WINNING A CASE, instead of NATURAL JUSTICE.

With CIVIL Courts, CROOKS eliminated the dangers of getting tangled 
with the substantive LAW and got rid of their FEAR of LAW. 

They got the FREEDOM of providing PRIVILEGES for their supporters 
and RESTRICTING the NATURAL RIGHTS of the PUBLIC. 
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CIVIL LIBERTIES
CROOKS provided MORE FREEDOMS as they promised, under the name 
of CIVIL LIBERTIES; but for their supporters; NOT for the PUBLIC. The 
FREEDOMS they provided were the FREEDOMS of running CRIME based 
businesses for easy money GAIN, as explained in the following pages. 

Providing FREEDOMS or PRIVILEGES for special interest GANGS is 
tantamount to RESTRICTING the NATURAL RIGHTS of people.

RESTRICTION of NATURAL RIGHTS is a reckless violation of NATURAL 
RIGHTS. By definition, 
violation of NATURAL RIGHTS is a CRIME against the PUBLIC.

Nevertheless, CROOKS kept people SILENT, by DUPING and creating 
FEAR. Therefore, CROOKS did not have any serious problems while        
legalizing the following CRIMES:
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FREEDOMS for the supporters of political CROOKS. 

1. DUAL JUSTICE: The first CRIME CROOKS legalized was “DOUBLE JUSTICE”. 
NATURAL JUSTICE was abolished. Lawyers had the opportunity to serve two kinds of 
JUSTICE and started to make windfalls of MONEY, out of victimless CRIMES.

2. PRIVATE BANKS: The second CRIME CROOKS legalized was “FORGERY”. No one 
can CREATE MONEY other than the government; but, CROOKS GAVE AWAY the POWER 
of the government to private BANKS. 

3. TAX EXTORTION: The third CRIME CROOKS legalized was “EXTORTION”. After the 
government’s POWER is given away to private banks the GOVERNMENT is turned into a 
private corporation dependant on FORCED TAX and money borrowed from private banks. 

4. SLAVERY: The fourth CRIME CROOKS legalized was “SLAVERY” for benefit of money 
owners. They are privileged to RENT human body and take away everything rental people 
produce by WORKING. Workplaces are turned into  LABOR FARMS where MASTERS farm 
the crops of slave LABOR.
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5. FORMING GANGS: CROOKS under the name of “freedom of association” 
legalized special interest GANGS to gain support; Law societies, Labor unions, Professional 
associations, Religious organizations, Business associations, Human Rights Organizations, ... 
Therefore, the government turned into an ORGANIZED-CRIME-CORPORATION with special 
support GANGS. 

6. GAMBLING: Gambling is swindling MONEY by DUPING gullible people that they will 
gain money by playing games, without working. GAMBLING was a CRIME. But, CROOKS 
legalized and sold licences for their supporters, under CIVIL LIBERTIES. 

7. CRIME INSURANCE: Insurance business is like gambling, but instead of creating 
HOPE of WINNING, CROOKS create FEAR of ACCIDENTS to swindle money from their 
VICTIMS. Political CROOKS not only legalized accident insurance business, but also legalized 
selling FORCED INSURANCE to protect the CRIMINALLY NEGLIGENT people who KILL. (See 
ICBC CRIME)

FREEDOMS for the supporters of political CROOKS. 
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8. DRUG DEALING: CROOKS with the LAW in their hands, started to control people’s RIGHT 
to decide what they can take or NOT into their BODY, under the name of DRUG REGULATIONS. 
They DUPED the PUBLIC that restrictions are for the protection of the PUBLIC. Only an INSANE
person would believe that RESTRICTING the NATURAL RIGHTS is a benefit for a SANE person. 
CROOKS started to enforce SAFETY RULES as if they were law. The Honorable Law Enforcement 
Officers are used to stop harmless people for MONEY. Covid scam is another example of it.

9. COPYRIGHT: COPYRIGHT is the privilege of copying the same product and selling it  
unlimited number of times. A super convenience to make truck loads of MONEY. It is a BILL to open the 
GATES of MONEY for the supporters, while treating the people who share information as “PIROTS”. 

10. PRIVACY: Obviously, an Honorable Person who acts within the bounds of ETHICS and LAW 
has nothing to hide from the PUBLIC. Yet, CROOKS made a big deal about PRIVACY; because they 
needed PRIVACY to hide their CRIMES from the PUBLIC. Therefore, they fabricated laws under the 
names of “privacy act”, “defamation”, “gagging, “confidentiality” and “censorship”….

Hiding the enemies of the PUBLIC with the rules of PRIVACY is a CRIME against the PUBLIC.

FREEDOMS for the supporters of political CROOKS. 
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CROOKS RESTRICTED our NATURAL RIGHTS

1. RESTRICTION OF WORK: CROOKS BANNED almost all kinds of WORK that require 

some skill, and started to SELL certificates, licenses, permits. Furthermore, they formed LABOR GANGS 
under the name of protecting workers. People are FORCED to pay protection money to labor GANGS; 
otherwise, they are NOT allowed to WORK. 

2. RESTRICTION OF ACCESS TO JUSTICE: CROOKS restricted the PUBLIC to 
access to CRIMINAL Courts. Members of the Public are allowed to file CIVIL actions against CROOKS or 
their supporters, but their cases are dismissed on the grounds of “scandalous”, and victims are FORCED TO 
PAY COURT COSTS, therefore people are deterred from taking legal action against CROOKS. 

3. RESTRICTION OF LAND USE and NATURAL RESOURCES: 
CROOKS abolished the NATURAL RIGHT TO USE NATURAL LAND. Natural LAND belongs to the PUBLIC. 
Nevertheless, CROOKS claimed the ownership of the natural LAND and they started to SELL and RENT it to 
the PUBLIC. That is why we are suffering from the HOUSING CRISIS and RENT EXTORTION. 

4. RESTRICTION OF OWNERSHIP: CROOKS restricted the OWNERSHIP RIGHTS. 

Now, our HOME is not our home if we don’t pay FORCED TAX to political CROOKS or INTEREST to private 
BANKS. Our CAR is not our car if we don’t pay FORCED INSURANCE. Our COMPUTER is not our computer 
if we don’t pay COPYRIGHT to privileged persons. Our MONEY is not our money if we don’t pay 
FORCEDTAX for our RIGHTS to WORK and shopping.
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The principle of POLITICAL ECONOMY is:

DUPE and LOOT in SILENCE. 

Under the NATURAL LAW, DUPING and swindling money 
is a CRIME against the PUBLIC.

But, if no one takes legal action against CRIMINALS, there is NO CRIME. 
It is the DUTY of victims to bring  CRIMINALS to JUSTICE. Otherwise, 
victims have NO PROTECTION of the LAW. As long as victims are SILENT, 
CROOKS are FREE to do anything they want. That is how CROOKS get 
around the LAW and get away with their CRIMES against the PUBLIC; 
they DUPE and they keep their victims SILENT.

CONSEQUENCES of political ECONOMY
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1. DUPING: CROOKS always talk about their victims’ interests and safety while they are 
swindling and extorting their MONEY. They DUPE people to believe that two kinds of 
JUSTICE is necessary for controlling PEOPLE. Under the name of CIVIL JUSTICE, they 
SUCK the lifeblood of innocent people and gain WEALTH. Nevertheless, they lose their 
HUMAN DIGNITY. It is impossible to GAIN something, without sacrificing anything.

2. CONFUSION: CROOKS create confusion by keeping the attention of the PUBLIC on 
irrelevant and controversial issues through the MEDIA. Abortion, global warming, flu 
pandemic, racism, immigration, stock market, drug crimes etc. 

3. HATE: CROOKS create HATE by dividing the PUBLIC into GANGS and DESTROY PUBLIC 
TRUST to prevent people getting together for the protection of their NATURAL RIGHTS.

4. FEAR: FEAR is absolutely necessary for EXTORTING money and keeping people SILENT. 
They threaten people with, FINES, tickets, legal actions, unemployment, HOAXES of 
PANDEMICS and disasters.  

5. FORCE: They use LAW ENFORCEMENT as their body guards and a tool to create FEAR 
OF GOVERNMENT. 

HOW do CROOKS keep PEOPLE SILENT? 

If someone who follows the RULES of LAW and tries to sue CROOKS 
he will be PERSECUTED like me. See. www.ilaw.site REPORT.
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The Science of ECONOMICS vs Political ECONOMY

Natural LAWLAW Criminal LAW, Innocent/civil LAW

JUSTICE Natural JUSTICE Criminal & Innocent/civil JUSTICE

CODE Ethics Political correctness

TRUTH Proven and based on natural necessity Beliefs of the majority

VALUE Human DIGNITY Money

BONDING Public TRUST Interest of Money GAIN

BUSINESS Fair EXCHANGE of HELP DUPE and SELL

WORKPLACE Working Family Labor Farm

SHARING EQUAL, within reason DUPE and WIN as much as possible

MONEY For Sharing goods & services FAIRLY For Exploiting People

BANKS Public Banks Private Banks

BARROWING FREE: Based on necessity RESTRICTED: Only for money owners
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ECONOMICS Political ECONOMY

Represents Public InterestGOVERNMET Represents Political Interest

SCHOOLS Teach RIGHTS and WRONGS Teach games and competition

POLICE Protect the PUBLIC against all CRIMES
Silent about organized CRIMES

Look after trivial CRIMES

LAND PUBLIC: Everyone has a right to use Owned by political CROOKS

Human BODY PRICELESS, cannot be rented or sold Free to RENT

SAFETY Everyone is Responsible for their SAFETY Enforced on SANE people

CRIME Violation of NATURAL RIGHTS Disobedience to political CROOKS

MEDIA Trustworthy news source Mouthpiece of political CROOKS

COURTS Serve NATURAL JUSTICE only All kinds of JUSTICE are available

INTEREST Reasonable actions Weird and unusual actions 

ENJOYMENT Work, peace, NATURE Drugs, Sex, MONEY
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It is a fact that, under the circumstances, at least, 2/3 of the money an 
average citizen EARNS is EXTORTED under the name of PUBLIC SERVICE and 
SWINDLED by the racketeering businesses legalized by political CROOKS. 

Yet, the loss of MONEY is a second concern; because, the damage done to 
the HUMAN MIND and BODY, by way of DUPING, is much more 
DESTRUCTIVE than the financial loss. Because, DUPING is tantamount to 
paralyzing HUMAN BRAIN. DUPED people are NOT aware of POLITICAL 
CRIMES; therefore,
they are not able to protect themselves against CROOKS. 

They SUFFER from the INDIGNITY of obeying and cooperating
with  CROOKS. Therefore, their DESIRE of LIVING gets destroyed 
and their IMMUNE SYSTEMS FAIL.

PARALYZING HUMAN BRAIN
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This is a GENOCIDE, MASS MURDER for MONEY.
It is the DUTY of the members of the PUBLIC 
to bring political CROOKS to JUSTICE for their

CRIMES against HUMANITY. 

GENOCIDE

The LAW never FAILS

JUSTICE always PREVAILS

When IMMUNE SYSTEM FAILS, all kinds of diseases emerge 
and start to DESTROY HUMAN BODY.

Therefore, MILLIONS of PEOPLE are dying prematurely due to the 
POLITICAL CRIMES perpetrated under the name of PUBLIC SERVICE.
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